Discover the Artist in you."
Introducing the technology that's changing the way you play and enjoy music.

If you’re like most people, you dream about playing piano. Unfortunately, that dream often turns to nightmares when it comes to learning to play. Not anymore.

Van Koeving™ Interactive Piano™ technology makes learning to play easy, entertaining and exciting.

You’ll quickly discover the artist in you as you discover the many technological advances engineered into the world’s first truly Interactive Piano™ instrument.

- The only musical instrument to integrate digital sound and general MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface) compatibility with a touchscreen; modem link; and floppy disk, CD-ROM and internal hard drives.

- A full-color LCD touchscreen gives you “point and touch” access to all of the instruments applications.

- Because the Interactive Piano™ technology is software-based, it’s much more expandable than digital instruments. As new features are introduced, you’ll be able to quickly upgrade and enhance your piano’s capabilities through the embedded Windows® 95 operating system of your Interactive Piano™ instrument.

Whether you’re buying a piano for yourself or your children, the Van Koeving™ Interactive Piano™ instrument offers you the look and feel of the world’s finest pianos with the versatility, simplicity and expandability of the most technologically advanced instrument available today.
Touch the performance-friendly, full-color touchscreen for step-by-step instructions and easy access to all the features of the Van Koevering Interactive Piano™ instrument. There are no cumbersome user's manuals to read. No confusing rows of buttons and switches. That means you'll be able to concentrate on playing music.

Feel the acoustic touch of a top-of-the-line 88-note Fatar keyboard with weighted and velocity-sensitive action to respond to your touch. The action and feel have been painstakingly designed to replicate fine acoustic pianos, making it an easy transition for students who play acoustic pianos in lessons.

Hear the 128 digitally-mastered, realistic musical instrument sounds. Everything from lush string sections and vocal effects to banjos and flutes is literally at your fingertips. So is an ever-growing selection of musical styles like country two-steps, waltzes, swing and more. Six speakers in the Heirloom Console, Ensemble and Petite Grand models (and eight speakers in the Baby Grand model) are integrated with a custom six-channel power amplifier to bring every sound and style to life.

Create your own musical arrangements with an easy-to-use, built-in multi-track recording studio. With the Van Koevering Interactive Piano™ touchscreen, you'll have the ability to layer many instruments simultaneously, complete with rhythm. You can save your masterpieces directly to floppy disk or the instrument's hard drive for future entertainment or performance purposes.

Learn piano techniques, music theory, musical styles and even songs with educational and entertaining software. Software programs are easily accessed through the integrated CD-ROM and floppy disk drives of the Van Koevering Interactive Piano™ instrument.

Each Van Koevering Interactive Piano™ instrument comes with the following software:

- User's Guide
- Presentation CD
- Software Preview

Additional software can be obtained through the Van Koevering Music Mall or your dealer.

Connect to a lifetime of musical enjoyment with a direct modem link to the Van Koevering Music Mall, your online source for technology updates, sheet music, new sounds, instructional software, MIDI files and more. The added convenience of the Van Koevering Music Mall, coupled with the instrument's easily expandable software-driven technology, means your Interactive Piano™ instrument will always be in step with the times.

Decorate your home with expert-crafted cabinetry of the Van Koevering Interactive Piano™ instruments. Heirloom Console, Ensemble, Baby Grand and Petite Grand models are available in an assortment of finishes and styles to complement your home's decor.
About Van Koeverying™ Company

David Van Koeverying and Dr. Bob Moog introduced the first performance synthesizers and revolutionized the music industry in the 1960s. With the organization of Van Koeverying Company and the development of Van Koeverying Interactive Music Technology™, they are doing it again.

Van Koeverying Company has assembled an experienced staff of designers, production specialists and software engineers from throughout the multimedia, music and computer industries to develop this revolutionary new approach to playing and enjoying music.

At the heart of every Van Koeverying instrument is the Van Koeverying Interactive Music Touch™ patentpending music system, which combines hardware and software to create an interactive multimedia music experience. This system incorporates complete touchscreen control and expandability.

Dr. Bob Moog (left) and David Van Koeverying

Van Koeverying Interactive Piano™ Ensemble

Dimensions:
W: 57" (144.78 cm)
D: 21.25" (53.98 cm)
H: 32.75" (83.19 cm)
Weight: 220 lbs. (99 kg)
(Includes bench)
Finish Available: Cherry

*Also available with locking option as the Van Koeverying Pianist Edition Interactive Piano™

Van Koeverying Interactive Piano™ Baby Grand

Dimensions:
W: 55" (139.79 cm)
D: 66.25" (168.28 cm)
H: 37.50" (95.25 cm)
Weight: 370 lbs. (166.50 kg)
(Includes bench)
Finish Available: Polished Black

Van Koeverying Interactive Piano™ Heirloom Console

Dimensions:
W: 58" (142.24 cm)
D: 22" (55.88 cm)
H: 42.50" (107.95 cm)
Weight: 260 lbs. (117 kg)
(Includes bench)
Finish Available: Oak and Cherry

Van Koeverying Interactive Piano™ Petite Grand

Dimensions:
W: 55" (139.7 cm)
D: 48" (121.92 cm)
H: 37.50" (95.25 cm)
Weight: 320 lbs. (144 kg)
(Includes bench)
Finish Available: Polished Black

Finishes Available:
Oak Cherry Polished Black

Model specifications available upon request.
For more information or the name of your nearest Van Koeverying dealer, call 1-888 TOUCH VK (868-2485).
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Discover the Artist inside you™